Schizophrenia and integration
=============================

Schizophrenia is a psychiatric disorder with an onset in early adulthood, a chronic course, and serious morbidity only modestly controlled by currently available treatments.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ The cause and characteristic abnormalities of schizophrenia are unknown; the disorder is thought to be underpinned by neurodevelopmental abnormalities of brain structure and function, but is onlydiagnosed using subjective criteria of psychiatric diagnostic manuals.^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ These definitions emphasise the co-occurrence of positive/psychotic symptoms (eg, hallucinations and delusions), negative/deficit symptoms (eg, poverty of thought and loss of motivation), and cognitive symptoms (eg, impairment of memory and attention); the definitions encompass a wide range of heterogeneous presentations such that two patients with schizophrenia may share no common symptoms.^[@ref5]^ These definitions may plausibly represent several distinct diseases and/or a spectrum of disease^[@ref6]^; we return to this important point in the discussion, but for now we assume --- as do most current investigators --- that schizophrenia is a single entity.

Our current understanding of the causes of schizophrenia emphasizes interactions between diverse genetic and environmental factors.^[@ref2],[@ref7]^ Conceptually, these diverse causes should converge on a small set of brain abnormalities pathognomonic of the disorder. Modern neuroimaging methods reveal a wide range of brain abnormalities in schizophrenia, including reductions in whole brain volume, increases in ventricular volume, reductions in frontal, temporal, limbic, and thalamic grey matter, and abnormalities in frontal and temporal white matter.^[@ref8]-[@ref10]^

Despite these promising findings, the abnormalities are insufficiently sensitive or specific to be individually or collectively diagnostic or prognostic of the disease in the clinical setting. In addition, the abnormalities have yet to be integrated into a clinically validated model of schizophrenia; such a model would for instance allow a rational approach to the search for treatment and prevention of the disorder.

Clinical neuroscientists increasingly postulate that schizophrenia is a disorder of integration of information between specialized brain regions. The emergence of complex perceptual, behavioral, and cognitive functions --- the functions predominantly affected in schizophrenia --- is contingent on such integration^[@ref11],[@ref12]^; the binding of visual and other sensory stimuli into a unified perceptual whole is a well-studied instance of this phenomenon.^[@ref13]^ Abnormality of integration hence represents an intuitive unifying hypothesis of schizophrenia. An early version of this hypothesis was posited by psychiatrists in the 19th century; modern versions of this hypothesis --- including the constructs of dysconnection and cognitive dysmetria --- have emerged in the last 20 years,^[@ref14]-[@ref19]^ driven by advances in neuroimaging and the consequent possibility of the study of integration in living humans. As part of the same broader trend, investigators recently proposed a roadmap towards reclassification of schizophrenia and other psychiatric disorders from entities based on subjective clinical diagnoses towards entities based on objective abnormalities of integration or brain networks.^[@ref20]^

The study of integration is the study of brain networks.^[@ref21]^ While the precise nature of integration remains an important question, neuroscientists increasingly emphasize the central role of reciprocal, distributed, and parallel interactions between brain regions, over serial and feedforward interactions in this process.^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ Recent characterizations of large-scale structural and functional networks of the human brain broadly reveal several organizational principles supporting these properties; for instance, organization of brain networks is conducive to reciprocal interactions through a preponderance of symmetric connections and the presence of clusters; at the same time organization of brain networks is conducive to distributed and parallel interactions through the presence of high interconnectedness between most brain regions *([Figure 1](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-15-339-g001){ref-type="fig"})*.^[@ref24],[@ref25]^

![Construction of brain networks from magnetic resonance imaging datasets and characterization of brain-network hubs. A) Brain networks are constructed by parcellation of the whole brain into nodes, and by definition of structural or functional links between these nodes. This procedure reduces the original data into a network model suitable for topological analysis (for clarity long-range connections are omitted from the present visualization). B) Measures of network centrality are most commonly based on the degree (the number of links between a node and other nodes in the network) and on the length of shortest paths (the smallest number of links connecting a pair of nodes). Hubs connect to many other nodes (in red) and have high degree. Hubs are also within close topological reach of other nodes (green path) and have a high closeness centrality or nodal efficiency. Finally, hubs lie on many short paths between other pairs of nodes (circles on green path) and have a high betweenness centrality.](DialoguesClinNeurosci-15-339-g001){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-15-339-g001}

An additional important property of large-scale brain network organization is the presence of central regions, or *hubs.* Hubs are brain regions which, by virtue of their many, diverse, strategic, or long-range connections are important in facilitating integration.^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ Prominent hubs have been identified in prefrontal, temporal, and parietal multimodal association areas, and in limbic and subcortical areas.^[@ref28]-[@ref32]^ Abnormalities of brain hubs are increasingly implicated in brain disease^[@ref32],[@ref33]^ and have potentially powerful explanatory capacity for a wide range of symptoms of schizophrenia. In this article we review methods used to describe hubs in large-scale brain networks and summarize recent studies which have begun to test abnormalities of these hubs in schizophrenia. Fornito et al^[@ref34]^ comprehensively review more general properties of large-scale brain networks in schizophrenia.

Brain networks and hubs
=======================

Brain networks are maps of structural or functional interactions (termed links) between brain regions (termed nodes). The studied regions and interactions may span multiple spatial or temporal scales, although in practice the nature of these elements is limited by the spatiotemporal resolution of imaging methods. The present spatiotemporal resolution of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) makes it the dominant method for imaging whole-brain networks; for instance, functional MRI is the only current method which allows noninvasive visualization of whole-brain networks of functional interactions, due to a reasonable trade-off between millimetre-scale spatial (node) resolution and second-scale temporal (link) resolution.^[@ref35]^ However, it remains unclear if this resolution is sufficient for a fundamental understanding of integration, and alternative future approaches may define individual neurons as nodes,^[@ref36]^ study structural and functional synaptic interactions in post-mortem brains^[@ref37]^ or stem-cell-derived neuronal cultures,^[@ref38]^ or improve spatial resolution in neurophysiological recordings^[@ref39]^ to examine neuronal oscillations at the millisecond scale.^[@ref40],[@ref41]^

The definition of brain networks involves the definition of nodes and links *(Figure 1a).* Nodes in brain networks represent structurally and functionally homogeneous brain regions. Parcellation of whole-brain MRI scans into a collection of such nodes is an active and important area of research.^[@ref42]^ Links in brain networks represent anatomical or functional interactions. In MRI datasets, anatomical links are defined using two main methods. The method of structural correlation is based on the principle that anatomically connected regions share common trophic factors and correlate in size. This method defines links as correlations in interregional gray-matter volume or thickness inferred from a group of subjects, such that one network is constructed for the whole group.^[@ref43]^ The method of diffusion-imaging tractography is based on the principle of anisotropic water diffusion along white-matter tracts and detects large-scale interregional anatomical links more directly such that one network is constructed for each subject.^[@ref44]^ Functional links are defined as correlations of interregional low-frequency fluctuations in blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal, an indirect measure of neural activity based on concentration of oxygenated hemoglobin in brain tissue^[@ref45]^; with this method one network is likewise constructed for each subject. These different types of connectivity are complementary and each offers distinct insights into interactions between brain regions.

The empirical study of brain networks has broadly and somewhat arbitrarily proceeded along two methodologically distinct lines of work. One line of work studies small networks of several brain regions^[@ref46]^; the other line of work studies large networks of the whole brain.^[@ref25]^ Investigators define small networks with methods such as seed correlation analysis^[@ref47]^ (the detection of structurally or functionally similar neighbors for an a priori defined "seed" region) and independent component analysis^[@ref48]^ (the delineation of the brain into a set of maximally independent small networks), and with modeling approaches.^[@ref49],[@ref50]^ Small networks are usually associated with specific functional tasks: a classic example is of the language network associated with the comprehension and production of language^[@ref51]^; a prominent recent example is the default network associated with internallyfocused cognition.^[@ref52]^ Associations with functional tasks make small networks comparatively easy to interpret and the study of such networks has a long tradition in neurology.^[@ref53]^ Nonetheless small networks may provide limited insight into characteristic abnormalities of schizophrenia if such abnormalities involve widespread disturbances of integration, as is likely to be the case. Calhoun et al^[@ref54]^ review abnormalities of small functional brain networks in schizophrenia.

In this article we focus on large networks involving many nodes and describing the complete structural or functional maps of interregional interactions of the brain, the human connectome *(Figure 1a)*.^[@ref55],[@ref56]^ Large networks offer a powerful and general framework for the study of brain function in health and disease but --- as a consequence of their size, nontrivial organization, and absence of associations with specific functional tasks --- are more difficult to interpret. These networks are characterized with concepts from graph theory (the mathematical study of networks) and statistical physics.^[@ref57]^ Early characterizations of these networks included computation of statistics for the propensity of networks to segregate into clusters (termed "the clustering coefficient"), the propensity of networks to be globally interconnected (termed "the characteristic path length"), and the simultaneous combination of these two properties (termed "small-worldness"), as recently reviewed.^[@ref58],[@ref59]^

The analysis of whole-brain networks is however arguably at its most powerful when it localizes functionally distinct or functionally important brain regions solely on the basis of connection patterns associated with these regions.^[@ref27]^ The concept of brain hubs is an example of this analysis, and is defined with measures of network centrality *(Figure 1b).* The archetypal measure of centrality is the degree which equals the total number of connections associated with a node. Other common measures are the closeness centrality and regional efficiency, both based on the average length of shortest paths from a node to all other nodes, the betweenness centrality, based on the fraction of all shortest paths traversing a node, and the eigenvector centrality, based on the extent with which a node is connected to important nodes in the network. Individual measures of centrality are often highly correlated, and hub nodes should score highly on several distinct measures.^[@ref60]^

Brain hubs in schizophrenia
===========================

In this section we summarize all recent studies of abnormal hub organization in schizophrenia. These nine patient-control MRI studies have all been published in the last 5 years, and are evenly divided between structural correlation studies, diffusion-imaging tractography studies, and functional correlation studies. We summarize the main findings of these studies below and in *Table I.*

###### A summary of studies of hub abnormalities in schizophrenia. N, number of subjects; A, age of subjects; M, proportion of male subjects; PSS, positive-and-negative-symptom-scale positive symptoms; NSS, positive-and-negative-symptom-scale negative symptoms; AAL atlas, anatomical-automatic-labelling atias; BOLD signal, blood-oxygen-level-dependent signal

  **Study**                               **Type of networks**      **Control subjects**         **Schizophrenia subjects**    **Clinical details**                                                                                                                                          **Definition of nodes**                                                               **Definition of links**                                    **Definition of hubs**                                                    **Hubs in control subjects**                                                                                           **Hubs in schizophrenia subjects**
  --------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Bassett et al, 2008^[@ref61]^           Structural correlation    N: 259, A: 34±9.9, M: 0.46   N: 203, A: 36±9.7, M: 0.75    81% schizophrenia, 12% schizoaffective disorder, 7% psychosis no otherwise specified PSS: 12.4±5.5, NSS: 18.4±9.2. All patients on antipsychotic medication   104 regions: Brodmann areas, amygdala, hippocampus, striatum, and thalamus            Correlation between interregional grey-matter volume       Degree, closeness, betweenness and eigenvector centralities               Hubs in frontal association areas, insular and limbic areas                                                            Fewer hubs in frontal areas, additional hubs in inferior temporal, primary motor, and subcortical areas
  Zhang et al, 2012^[@ref62]^             Structural correlation    H 101, A: 36±12, M 0.49      N: 101, A,37±11, M: 0.5       PSS: 13.3±4.9, NSS: 13.9±4.4. Most patients on antipsychotic medication                                                                                       78 regions based on the AAL atlas                                                     Correlation between inter-regional grey-matter thickness   Betweenness centrality                                                    Hubs in frontal, temporal and parietal association areas, limbic and paralimbic areas                                  Fewer hubs in association areas, more hubs in paralimbic areas, additional hubs in primary areas
  Shi et al, 2012^[@ref63]^               Structural correlation    N: 26, A: infants, M: 0.46   N: 26, A infants, M: 0.46     Infants of mothers with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder. Most mothers with schizophrenia on antipsychotic medication                                90 regions based on the AAL atlas adapted to neonatal space                           Correlation between inter-regional grey-matter volume      Betweenness centrality                                                    Hubs in frontal, temporal and parietal association areas, insular, limbic, paralimbic, primary and subcortical areas   Absence of hubs in parietal and subcortical areas, additional hubs in occipital area
  van den Heuvel et al, 2010^[@ref64]^    Structural white-matter   N: 40, A: 28±7.7, M: 0.73    N: 40, A. 26.8±5.8, M: 0.75   PSS: 15.7±5.6, NSS: 15.6±5.7 All on antipsychotic medication                                                                                                  108 regions based on the AAL atlas                                                    Diffusion-imaging tractography                             Degree, closeness and betweenness centralities, clustering coefficient.   Hubs in frontal and parietal association areas, limbic and subcortical areas.                                          Less central hubs in frontal and limbic areas.
  Wang et al, 2012^[@ref65]^              Structural white-matter   N. 96, A: 37±13, M: 0.5      N: 79, A: 37±11, M: 0.49      PSS: 13±5, NSS: 14±4. Antipsychotic-medication status not specified                                                                                           90 regions based on the AAL atlas                                                     Diffusion-imaging tractography                             Regional efficiency                                                       Hubs in frontal and temporal association areas, insular, limbic, paralimbic and subcortical areas                      Less central hubs in frontal association areas, and in limbic, paralimbic and subcortical areas
  van den Heuvel et al, 2013^[@ref66]^    Structural white-matter   N: 45, A: 29±7.9, M: 0.64    N: 4.8, A: 29±7.5, M:0.73     71% schizophrenia, 27% schizoaffective disorder, 21% schizophreniform disorder. PANSS total score: 63±11. Most patients on antipsychotic medication           82 regions based on Freesurfer parcellation                                           Diffusion-imaging tractography                             Degree centrality and rich-club coefficient                               Hubs in frontal, and parietal association areas, insular area                                                          Reduced interconnectivity between hubs in frontal and parietal association areas.
  Bassett et al, 2012^[@ref67]^           Functional correlation    N: 29, A: 41±11, M: 0.62     N.29, A: 42±9.3, M: 0.62      PSS: 6.9+3.2, NSS: 10.3±3.7. All patients on antipsychotic medication                                                                                         90 regions based on the AAL atlas, excluding cerebellum                               Correlation between regional BOLD signal                   Degree centrality                                                         Hubs in temporal association areas, limbic areas, primary motor and sensory areas                                      Less central hubs in temporal association areas, limbic areas
  Wang et al, 2010^[@ref68]^              Functional correlation    N: 33, A: 27±7.6, M: 0.49    N: 23, A: 30±9.2, M: 0.65     65% schizophrenia, 35% schizoaffective disorder. PANSS scores not directly specified. Most patients on antipsychotic medications                              AAL atlas, number of regions not directly specified                                   Correlation between regional BOLD signal                   Degree centrality                                                         Hubs in frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital association areas, limbic areas                                      Increased number of frontal and occipital hubs, absence of temporal and limbic hubs
  Alexander-BIoch et al, 2013^[@ref69]^   Functional correlation    N: 20, A: 19±4.9, M: 0.5     N: 19, A: 19±4.9, M: 0.47     Childhood-onset schizophrenia. PANSS scores not directly specified All patients on clozapine                                                                  \~ 300 regions based on the Harvard-Oxford atlas and cerebellar probabilistic atlas   Correlation between regional BOLD signal                   Degree and anatomical distance                                            Hubs in frontal, temporal and parietal association areas                                                               More central hubs in frontal and parietal association areas

Three studies examine hubs in structural correlation networks of patients with schizophrenia.^[@ref61]-[@ref63]^ Two of these studies^[@ref61],[@ref62]^ construct networks from structural images of large cohorts of middle-aged subjects with schizophrenia and detect less central hubs in frontal and limbic association areas in schizophrenia; one study^[@ref62]^ additionally detects hubs in paralimbic areas in healthy controls, and an increased number of these hubs in schizophrenia. The third study^[@ref63]^ constructs correlation networks from structural images of a smaller cohort of neonates born to mothers with schizophrenia, and hence at high risk of developing the disorder. This study finds hubs in frontal, temporal, parietal, and subcortical areas in healthy control neonates, and a reduction in the total number of hubs with an absence of parietal and subcortical hubs in high-risk neonates.

Three studies examine hubs in diffusion-imaging tractography networks of patients with schizophrenia.^[@ref64]-[@ref66]^ These studies find hubs in frontal and parietal association areas, as well as in limbic, paralimbic, and subcortical areas. All three studies find less central hubs in frontal association areas. Two studies^[@ref64],[@ref65]^ additionally find less central hubs in limbic areas *([Figure 2](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-15-339-g002){ref-type="fig"}),* while the third study^[@ref66]^ extends the simple description of hubs and describes the pattern of interconnections between individual hubs as part of a so-called "rich club," a small group of high-degree nodes which are additionally highly connected to each other. The study finds a weaker rich club in schizophrenia, reflecting a lower level of connectivity between hubs of schizophrenia subjects.

![Abnormalities of brain hubs in schizophrenia. A) Less central hubs in the superior frontal gyrus and anterior cingulate cortex (in red) in structural white-matter networks of patients with schizophrenia. Reproduced from ref 64: van den Heuvei MP, Mandl RC, Stam CJ, Kahn RS, Hulshoff Pol HE. Aberrant frontal and temporal complex network structure in schizophrenia: a graph theoretical analysis. *J Neurosci.* 2010;30:15915-15926. Copyright © Society for Neuroscience 2010 B) Long-distance-connection hubs in functional networks (bright yellow) of healthy controls (top panel) and subjects with childhood-onset schizophrenia (middle panel). In both groups, hubs are present in anterior medial frontal lobe, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior lateral parietal cortex, and lateral temporal lobe. Hubs are more central (blue) in dorsolateral prefrontal and inferior lateral parietal cortices of subjects with childhood-onset schizophrenia. Reproduced from ref 69: Alexander-Bloch AF, Vertes PE, Stidd R, et al. The anatomical distance of functional connections predicts brain network topology in health and schizophrenia. *Cereb Cortex.* 2013;23:127-138. Copyright © Oxford University Press 2013](DialoguesClinNeurosci-15-339-g002){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-15-339-g002}

Three studies examine hubs in functional correlation networks of patients with schizophrenia.^[@ref67]-[@ref69]^ Two of these studies examine cohorts of middle-aged subjects and find less central hubs in temporal and limbic association areas^[@ref67]^ or in frontal, temporal, limbic, and occipital association areas.^[@ref68]^ The third study^[@ref69]^ examines a group of adolescent subjects with childhood-onset schizophrenia, a rare and severe form of schizophrenia. This studyfocuses on the relationship between connection weight and anatomical distance, and finds hubs in frontal, temporal, and parietal association areas, and a greater proportion of long distance connections between hubs in the schizophrenia group *(Figure 2b).*

Discussion and conceptual issues
================================

The above body of work broadly implicates abnormalities of association hubs and limbic hubs in schizophrenia. More specifically, the studies strongly implicate abnormalities of prefrontal hubs (9/9 studies) and moderately implicate abnormalities of limbic (6/9 studies), temporal (6/9 studies) and parietal (5/9 studies) hubs. The evidence points to a decreased centrality of these hubs in schizophrenia, at least in studies with adult populations.

The involvement of multimodal and limbic association areas has a relatively straightforward neurobiological interpretation in schizophrenia; these transmodal areas of the cerebral cortex are important in facilitating brain functions most visibly impaired in the disorder. Such functions include the integration or binding of distinct perceptual stimuli into complex unified representations, the cognitive and emotional contextualization of these representations, and higher cognitive functions such as executive control and working memory.^[@ref11]^ In addition, the relatively late white-matter myelination and neuronal pruning of areas in multimodal cortex^[@ref71]^ suggests that inherent neurodevelopmental abnormalities of these areas may only symptomatically manifest in adolescence or early adulthood, a common age of onset for schizophrenia^[@ref70]^.

Despite this seemingly straightforward interpretation, there inevitably remain empirical and conceptual questions. Empirically, previous studies have already reported schizophrenia-associated reductions in gray matter in all presently implicated hubs, as well as abnormalities in white-matter tracts connecting most of these hubs^[@ref8]-[@ref8]^; indeed two of the present studies directly examine the relationship between regional gray-matter volumes and regional network centrality, and report substantial associations between these two properties.^[@ref62],[@ref68]^ Hence, while the present body of work builds on previous studies to present a more global-network view of hub disorganization, the pathogenetic precedence of gray- or white-matter abnormalities and global network disorganization remains undetermined. On the one hand, it is simpler to consider the emergence of global network dysfunction following local abnormalities of gray and white matter. On the other hand, it is simpler to formulate a unitary model of schizophrenia based on the notion of abnormal disruption of integration and hubs, rather than on the notion of multiple focal lesions. For instance, one study^[@ref69]^ reports that brain hubs have longer-distance and more metabolically costly functional connections; this arrangement implies that hubs are likely to be more susceptible to metabolic insult, and provides a conceptually straightforward potential pathogenetic mechanism.

An additional empirical question concerns the specificity of hub disruption as a characteristic phenotype of schizophrenia. It is possible that the same hubs are implicated in many other psychiatric and neurological disorders,^[@ref32],[@ref33]^ making it difficult to associate endogenous phenotypes of hub dysfunction with perceptual, behavioural and cognitive clinical phenotypes of schizophrenia. Other empirical concerns include the absence of a standard methodological framework for the construction and characterization of brain networks, and low statistical power associated with some studies, resulting in potential for bias and inconsistent findings.^[@ref72]-[@ref74]^

Conceptually, the schizophrenia dysconnection hypothesis is hampered by the imprecision of both the notion of schizophrenia, and the notion of dysconnection. Neuroscientists commonly motivate the dysconnection hypothesis by invoking its long history dating back to psychiatrists in the 19th century. Yet there is no clear link between the work of early psychiatrists and present research^[@ref75]^ nor would the presence of such a link imply conceptual validity. Schizophrenia remains a heterogeneous and poorly defined disorder, to the extent that a search for a single characteristic abnormality may be an a priori futile task. Brain networks are likewise heterogeneous, and the spatiotemporal resolution on which characteristic abnormalities of schizophrenia optimally manifest remains undetermined. The sceptically inclined may hence describe the dysconnection hypothesis of schizophrenia as an attempt at explanation of one imprecise concept with another.

In this context there is possibility for systematic progress if the constructs of schizophrenia and brain networks are both sufficiently close approximations to real and coherent entities. Progress may occur for instance through a series of iterative and mutual conceptual modifications of both constructs. In the case of schizophrenia, increased coherence may be achieved through a focus on more specific forms of the disorder, such as paranoid (primarily psychotic-symptom) and disorganized (primarily deficit-symptom) subtypes,^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ or the focus on forms of the disorder with a seemingly higher genetic component, such as childhood-onset schizophrenia^[@ref76]^ or 22qll.2 deletion syndrome, a genetic syndrome associated with a high occurrence of schizophrenia.^[@ref77]^ In the case of brain networks, increased coherence is likely to follow from increasing spatial and temporal resolution associated with future methodological innovations. We hope that these developments will eventually lead to a substantial clarification in our understanding of schizophrenia.

Conclusion
==========

There is now considerable conceptual and empirical evidence for the importance of network integration in healthy brain function, for the importance of topologically central nodes or hubs in brain network integration, and for abnormalities of both integration and hubs in schizophrenia. Despite this we will not be able to claim conclusively that schizophrenia is a disease of brain hubs, a *hubopathy,* until future studies have consolidated the preliminary findings based mainly on small- to medium-sized samples; resolved some of the discrepancies between functional and structural network phenotypes of schizophrenia; clarified how abnormal network hubs might emerge developmentally and in the context of growing awareness of the role of synaptic and postsynaptic risk alleles in the genetic predisposition to schizophrenia; and established the specificity of hub abnormalities in schizophrenia compared with other brain disorders. There is much still to do to substantiate and contextualize the new results arising from complex network analysis of the schizophrenia connectome. However, we suggest that the basic insight that brain network hubs may be central to the systems-level pathophysiology of schizophrenia is at least likely to prove heuristically valuable as we continue to make progress in understanding the neurobiological basis of psychotic disorders.
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